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CIRCUTAR

Sub: Introduction' of''"Special Voluntary Retirement Schem e 2OL9" in CWC exclusively for
employees in the Miscellaneous Cadres in Group-C {SVRS -2OLg- Misc. Group-C)

In order to achieve optimum manpower utilisation in the misiellaneous cadre of Group-C, it
has been decided with the approval of the Board, to introduce Special Voluntary Retirement
Scheme (SVRS) exclusively for the employees of the Corporation in the Miscellaneous Cadres in
Group-C (SVRS - 2OL9 - Misc. Group-C)i.e. in the cadre of 'senior Operator', 'Driver', 'Lift
Attendant', 'Electrician', 'Roneo operator' And 'wireman cum pump operator'. A copy of the svRS
alongwith application form is enclosed. The SVRS -2OL9 - Misc. Group-C is applicable exclusively
to employees of the Corporation in the above-mentioned cadres and would remain operative for a
period of three months effective from 24.09.2019 to 2Z.LZ.2OL9.

It has also been decided that there will be no recruitment against vacancies arising due to
SVRS - 2019 - Misc. Group-C and equivalent entry level posts would automatically stand abolished.

' The eligible employees of the Corporation who are interested to opt for voluntary
retirement under this scheme may submit the application in the prescribed proforma within the
validity period of the scheme latest by 23.L2.20L9 to the Competent Authority through proper
channel.

(Alok Kumar Singh)
Manager (Estt.)

Encl: As above.

Distribution:
1. ' Rll Hbos, cwc, co, New Delhi

2. All RMs, CWC

with the request to circulate this
scheme among all the eligible staff
posted in their Division/
Region/Cells.

3. Manager(Estt)/secretary (Pension Trust)/sAM (tR), cwc, co, New Delhi.
4, Secretary General, Federation of CWC Employees Unions, Delhi.
5. MIS Division - with the request to upload the circular alongwith scheme on the CWC

website.

Copy to:
t. sr. PA to MD/PS to Dir (M&cP)/ sAM to Dir{Fin)/ps to Dir(pers), cwc, co, New Delhi.
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